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To make a rectangular grid of 2 rows of 3 squares, you would need 17 matches:

1. Investigate the number of matches needed to make rectangular grids of different sizes.

2. Find a rule/formula connecting the size of the grid (rows ×  columns) and the number
of matches needed (M) for

(a) square  n n×( )   grids (b) rectangle  n m×( )   grids

(The grid shown is  2 rows ×  3 columns.)

Extension
Extend your rule to other shapes, e.g. triangles.

ACTIVITY  F1.1 Rectangular Grids
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ACTIVITY  F1.2 Monumental Towers

Ancient civilizations used to make towers for memorials to remember their rulers.
Some might have looked like this ...

Others could have looked like this ...

The height of the tower depended on the importance of the ruler!  The more important the
ruler, the taller the tower.

Imagine you are the architect for an ancient civilization.

1. Design your own growing pattern of monuments.  What sort of tower would you
make?  Make or draw a few of them.

The rulers were always changing their minds about how high their tower should be.

2. As the architect, you need to know how many bricks you need to make similar towers

of any height,  How can you work this out for the n th tower for the two designs above?
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ACTIVITY  F1.3 Physical Fitness

Experts have spent much time trying to find a single test which best measures physical
fitness.  Research has shown the connection between inactivity and coronary heart disease,
and so emphasis has been placed on taking regular exercise.  A key concept in testing
physical fitness is that of a person's pulse rate, and in particular, how quickly it returns to
its normal rate after excessive exercise.

Gallaher and Braihe Test
In this test, the exerciser steps up on to a bench (or stair) of height 18 inches for boys,
16 inches for girls.  The tester shouts out, " Up - 2 - 3 - 4 " continuously to tell the
exerciser when to step up and down; the "Up" command comes every 2 seconds for
4 minutes. The exerciser continues for as long as possible up to four minutes.

The pulse rate is taken at the following times after the person stops exercising:

1 - 1 1
2  minutes: 2 - 2 1

2  minutes; 3 - 3 1
2  minutes

In each case the number of beats per half minute is multiplied by 2 to give the pulse rate.

The fitness index is evaluated from

Index  
50

1

=
×

+ +( )
T

p p p2 3

where T is the duration of the exercise in seconds, and p
1
, p

2
, p

3
 are the measured pulse

rates.  The grading is given in the table below.

Index Grade

< 50 Very poor
50 - 60 Poor
60 - 70 Fair
70 - 80 Good
89 - 90 Excellent
> 90 Superb

Use this index to test your physical fitness, and keep testing over a period of time to
monitor your progress.

Extension

Construct a graph of T against total pulse rate to show the different grades.
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ACTIVITY  F1.4 Spectacles Power

5 cm r2

r1

r2

r1

It is now easy to choose spectacles from displays by trying them on and deciding which pair
helps your sight the most.  One of the important parameters is the power of the lens, which
is measured in units called diopters.

This is in fact the inverse of the focal length of the lens and the formula is given by

P n
r r

= −( ) −
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟1

1 1

1 2

Here P = power (in diopters)

r1 = radius of outside lens surface (in metres)

r2 = radius of inside lens surface (in metres)
n = refraction index of the glass (about 1.5 to 1.6)

So, for example, if  r r n1 210 12 1 5= = = cm,    cm  and  . ,

then P = −( ) −⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠
= ≈1 5 1

1
0 10

1
0 12

5
6

1 5.
. .

.

1. Find the powers (in diopters) for the following lenses:

(a) r r n1 210= = = cm, 11 cm 1.5

(b) r r n1 210= = = cm, 13 cm 1.5

(c) r r n1 210= = = cm, 15 cm 1.5

(d) r r n1 210= = = cm, 20 cm 1.5

2. For  r n1 10 1 5= = cm, . ,  draw a graph of P against r2 .

Use your graph to estimate the value of r2  needed to give a power value of
(a) 1 diopter (b) 2 diopters.

Using a graph to estimate values is a quick, but not necessarily accurate, way of solving the
problem.  In fact, we can rearrange the formula to give r2  in terms of the other parameters.

3. (a) Find a formula for  
1

2r
  in terms of  n, r1   and P.

(b) Hence deduce the formula for r2  in terms of  n, r1   and P.

4. Use this formula to find  r2   when  r n P1 10 1 5= = cm,     and .   is
(a) 2 diopters (b) 3 diopters.

Extensions
1. You can get some idea of the actual shape of a lens by drawing two circles of

radius r1  and r2 , cutting them out, overlapping them and moving them until an
appropriate lens height (say 5 cm) is found.

2. With  n = 1 5. ,  plot graphs of r1  against r2  for power values 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5.
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ACTIVITY  F1.5 Bode's Law
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Although we regard our present understanding of the universe as advanced, there are still
many mysteries.  One of these is known as Bode's Law.  It is an empirical law, which means
it is based on observed data and not on a theoretical understanding.

The law, published in 1772, relates the ratio

R

R
n

e

=
Distance of planet from Sun
Distance of earth from Sun

  to the number , where

1. For each planet, find the ratio  R Re/  to one place
decimal and plot a graph of

R Re/ against n.

2. Bode's Law is given by the formula

R Re
n/ . .= + ×0 4 0 3 2

Check the accuracy of the values from this formula
with the actual values.

Do they all agree?

3. What value should be taken for n for Mercury?

4. A large number of asteroids are found at distance

433 8 106. ×  km  from the Sun.

What can you conjecture from this?

5. Does the data support the view that Neptune and Pluto were once a single planet?

SATURN

URANUS

MARS

VENUS

JUPITER

MERCURY
EARTH

SUN

PLUTO

NEPTUNE
Not to scale

Planet Distance from Sun
(in millions of km)

Mercury 57.9

Venus 108.2

Earth 149.6

Mars 227.9

Jupiter 778.3

Saturn 1427.0

Uranus 2870.0

Neptune 4497.0

Pluto 5907.0
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ACTIVITY  F1.6 Day of the Week

Here is a method for finding the day of the week (i.e. Sunday, Monday,  . . .), for any date
in either the 20th or 21st century.  The method is illustrated by finding the day of 1st
August 2011.

Method Example

1. Put  Y = year Y = 2011

2. Work out the day of the year, D for the D = + + + + + + +31 28 31 30 31 30 31 1

date, using i.e. D = 213  (Note that there are 28 days

D = 1  for  1 January,     in February, 2011)

D = 31  for  31 January

D = 32  for  1 February, etc.

3. Work out  
Y −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1
4

,  and ignore
Y

 remainder 2
−

= =
1

4
2010

4
502

the remainder. so we take

Y −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥
=

1
4

502

4. S Y D
Y

= + +
−⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

1
4

S = + +2011 213 502

   =  2726

5. Work out  S ÷ 7 ,  and note the remainder.
S
7

remainder 3= =
2726

7
389

6. The remainder gives the day of the week, Remainder 3 gives MONDAY as the
using the key  0 =  Friday,  1 =  Saturday day of the week for 1 August 2011.

2 =  Sunday, . . .

1. Use this method to work out on which day of the week you were born.

2. Use this method to work out the day of the week for each of the following :

(a) 31 December 1999, (b) 1 January 2000, (c) 12 August 2010.

3. Explain why the method works.

Extension

Extend this method so that it works for any days in any century whilst we are using
the Gregorian calendar.
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ACTIVITY  F1.7 Heptathlon

The heptathlon is a competition for women athletes who take part in seven separate events
(usually over a two-day period).

100 m Hurdles High Jump Shot Put
200 m Long Jump Javelin
800 m

For each activity, there is a points system of scoring, based on the idea that a very good
competitor will score about 1000 points in each event.

For track events, the points are given by the formula

P a b M c= −( )

where a, b and c are given by the table opposite
and M is the time in seconds taken by the competitor.

In the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games, the following performances were achieved.

Name 100 m Hurdles High Jump Shot Put 200 m Long Jump Javelin 800 m
s cm cm s cm cm s

A. Behmer 13.203 183 1420 23.105 668 4454 124.203

N. Choubenkova 13.51 174 1476 23.93 632 4746 127.90

S. John 12.85 180 1623 23.65 671 4256 126.14

J. Joyner-Kersee 12.69 186 1580 22.56 727 4566 128.51

R. Sablovskaite 13.61 180 1523 23.92 625 4278 132.24

For the 100 m Hurdles, the points score of A. Behmer is

9 23076 26 70 13 20 9 23076 13 50

9 23076 118 621

1094

1 835 1 835. . . . .

. .

. .−( ) = × ( )
= ×

=  points

1. Find the points scored by A. Behmer for the 200 m and 800 m.

For field events, the model is modified to   P a M b c= −( )     Why does it take this form?

2. Given the parameters opposite for the field
events, find the points scored by A. Behmer
for each event and hence her total for the
heptathlon.

3. Who won the Gold Medal?

Extension
For each event, find the time or distance needed to score 1000 points.

Note:
Points score is
always rounded
down.

Event a b c

High Jump 1.84523 75.00 1.348

Long Jump 0.188807 210.00 1.41

Shop Put 56.0211 1.50 1.05
Javelin 15.9803 3.80 1.04

Event a b c

100 m Hurdles 9.23076 26.70 1.835

200 m 4.99087 42.50 1.81

800 m 0.11193 254.00 1.88
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ACTIVITIES  F1.1 - F1.7 Notes and Solutions

Solutions given only where appropriate.

F1.1 2. (a)   2 22n n+ (b) 2nm n m+ +

F1.2 2. n2 and      5 4n −

F1.4 1. (a) 0.45 (b) 1.15 (c) 1.67 (d) 2.50

2. (a) About 12.5 (b) About 16.7

3. r

r

P

n

2

1

1

1
1

=

−
−

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

4. (a) 16.7 cm (b) 25 cm

F1.5 3. n R Re→ −∞ →, / .so 0 4

4. They correspond to n = 3  so they could have formed from a planet that exploded.

F1.6 2. (a) Friday (b) Saturday (c) Thursday

3. There are 365 days in a year, which is 52 weeks and 1 day.  So each day
progresses by one the next year, except after a leap year, when it progresses by
2 days.

This method works as  S  is a counter, and it increases by 1 for each new year

(Y increases by 1 and  
Y −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1
4

 goes up by one every four years after a leap

year).

F1.7 1. 1069,  1051

2. 6878

3. J. Joyner-Kersee


